
Reflex Reef Runner 
655HT

Enquire for Pricing

Information

The Reef Runner is based on the legendary 635 hull, but with a different deck to appeal to hard core fisho. The Reef Runner is a fishing weapon with a ‘proper’ walk around and a list of features that really 
does set this fantastic boat apart from the crowd.  There is a place for everything and everything has its place. With seemingly endless storage compartments and roomy side boxes you can just arrive at that 
secret spot and start fishing with a minimum of fuss. A folding rear bench seat means that when it's time to fish you can lift the seat up and fold it away to optimise the fishing space, combined with the soft 
rider pedestals with large bolster seats for both the driver and passenger then this boat really does have unrivalled cockpit space. The unique Walk Through Transom allows for easy access to the boat when 
climbing from the rear, or it is a handy feature when trying to lift a bag full of crays onto the boat from a successful dive

Sticking to the Reflex Chianti Special Edition theme the 655 has been recently upgraded to give you the special features of a much larger boat. Hydraulic steering is now standard giving you an effortless 
driving experience. The  hardtop provides protection from the elements with large windows providing great visibility. Combine this with a 6 Rod Rocket Launcher and it means your fishing rods are up and out 
of the way preventing them from getting damaged in transit. 

Reflex Boats are built to CE & NNMA Compliance. When Reflex products were building boats for the New Zealand market only they produced a boat built to NZ CPC Boat building compliance standards as 
that standard is not recognised on the world stage they had to apply a building standard to Reflex Boats that would be accepted in all markets of the boating world. CE & NNMA are strict boat building 
compliance standards that are used throughout Europe, USA and other countries to meet all Coast Guard and safety regulations so you know you are getting a product that is safe and accepted on the world 
market.
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Boat City are a family business that have been at the forefront of the marine industry since 
1962.

With one of the largest ranges of brands both new and used, you can purchase with 
confidence that we will have something to suit your needs.

We can ship anywhere in the country any time, just ask us for a quote.

For everything on the water and more.
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